
SIGNALING: SCHUMER
HAS LOST FAITH IN
COMEY
Yesterday, Josh Earnest repeated a view —
ascribed to the President — he had used the day
before.

Q And does the President still stand by
Director Comey? Would he advise
Secretary Clinton, if she were to be
President, that — or Donald Trump, if he
were to succeed President Obama — that
he could have confidence in that FBI
Director?

MR. EARNEST: Well, as I noted yesterday,
the President believes that Director
Comey is a man of integrity, that he’s a
man of principle. There’s a reason that
he serves — that he was nominated by
President Obama to serve as the Director
of the FBI. There’s also a reason that
he was appointed to serve in a high-
ranking position at the Department of
Justice when President Bush was in
office. There’s also a reason that a
majority of Democrats and a majority of
Republicans in the United States Senate
both voted to confirm him to the
position of the Director of the FBI. And
the President, as I noted yesterday,
continues to have confidence in his
ability to do that job.

Today, however, President Obama took a decidedly
different stance, when asked directly by
NowThis.

“There is a norm that when there are
investigations, we don’t operate on
innuendo and we don’t operate on
incomplete information and we don’t
operate on leaks,” he said in an
interview with NowThis. “We operate
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based on concrete decisions that are
made.”

That’s far more critical of Comey’s actions than
Earnest’s statements of the last two days.

An even more remarkable stance came from Chuck
Schumer, who may soon be Majority Leader and who
has been incredibly influential to Comey’s
career, in an interview with Bloomberg.

Senate Democratic leader-in-waiting
Chuck Schumer said Wednesday he’s lost
confidence in FBI Director James Comey
over his handling of the most recent
disclosure in the Hillary Clinton e-mail
investigation — a tough rebuke to a man
Schumer has long admired.
“I do not have confidence in him any
longer,” said the New York Democrat, who
has criticized as “appalling” Comey’s
decision to send a letter to lawmakers
11 days before the election disclosing
the bureau’s new review of e-mails
potentially pertinent to the
investigation of Clinton’s private
server.

“To restore my faith, I am going to have
to sit down and talk to him and get an
explanation for why he did this,”
Schumer said in an interview.

Schumer not only made Comey’s career with
support for each of his DOJ appointments, but of
course set up the 2007 testimony that made
Comey’s run up some hospital steps so famous.

Mind you, Schumer seems to leave open the
possibility he might change his mind, if Comey
explains “why he did this.” So it may just be an
effort to start putting as much weight on the
scale as the GOP long has.

Still, Schumer’s comments are the first inkling
that Comey may not survive this.
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